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The paper, which summarizes a small field test of snow storage in Vermont, US, is concisely and nicely written. Different types of thermal insulation were tested and evaluated by careful measurements of temperature and melting at two test plants, which both contained 200 m3 snow. Similar tests have previously been carried out in e.g. Sweden, Austria and Japan. Still I think it is a good paper since it suggests the most appropriate thermal insulation for a climate where such snow storage technology would be applicable. This paper has valuable information for future snow storage projects and should be accepted for publication in The Cryosphere.

Minor comments:

SI units are generally used. There are some examples where it is not (80 cal g-1) (g m-3) and these could be changed.

Page 1, Line 31 says: Earth’s climate is warming in response to the addition of CO2 and other greenhouse gases to the atmosphere (Steffen et. al.,2018). Suggested revision: Earth’s climate is warming (Steffen et. al.,2018).

Page 5, section 1; The maximum rate of precipitation is given. I miss the mean annual precipitation, which should be added.

The paper refers to research done in Sweden, Austria and Japan but there is no reference to Ed Morofsky, who was involved in ice and snow storage research in Canada? I also miss that they did not do any calculations of the heat transfer through the thermal insulation.